Implementing ISO27001 in a Windows® Environment

The information security management
standard (ISMS), ISO/IEC 27001, provides
a significant implementation challenge for
all organizations. A significant number of
the controls to be applied will, of necessity,
be technical and will relate to how IT
hardware and software are set up and
configured. As a result, there is often a gulf
in understanding as to what is required
between the ISO27001 ISMS project
manager and those responsible for
implementing the technical controls. This
book does an outstanding job of helping
parties on both sides to bridge the gulf. It
identifies the recommended technical
controls of ISO27001 s Annex A and, for a
Microsoft environment, provides guidance
on how (if, on the basis of a risk
assessment, they are considered necessary)
to implement them. This book fills a major
hole in the guidance literature for
ISO27001 and makes a significant
contribution to helping both project
managers and IT and security staff get to
grips with what controls are appropriate to
mitigate identified risks. It is designed as a
step-by-step guide through the journey of
implementing ISO27001 in a Microsoft
Windows environment.

We recently caught up with Brian Honan, author of Junes book of the month ISO27001 in a Windows Environment, in
our author podcasts. Implementing ISO27001 in a Windows Environment by Brian Honan, 9781905356782, available
at Book Depository with free deliveryImplementing ISO27001 in a Windows(R) Environment, Second Edition, enables
parties on both sides to bridge the gulf. It helps both IT managers and ISMSSC Magazine UK recently published an
article I wrote on Implementing ISO 27001 in the Real World on their blog today. The article is an interview [].Ideal for
bridging the ISO27001/Windows security knowledge gap. Successfully implement ISO27001 in a Windows
environment with this step-by-step guide ISO27001, the information security management standard (ISMS), 65.
IMPLEMENTING ISO27001 IN A MICROSOFT ENVIRONMENT. 86 One of the biggest projects I worked on last
year was writing my first book. The book is called Implementing ISO 27001 in a Windows - 34 secRead Book PDF
Online Here http:///?book=1905356781PDF Implementing Anyone who will be using ISO 27001 in a Windows
environment and wants to make its implementation easier should certainly have this reference at their side Read
ISO27001 in a Windows Environment, which provides essential Myth 3: Large organisations can implement ISO 27001
in a few months. One of the biggest projects I worked on last year was writing my first book. The book is called
Implementing ISO 27001 in a WindowsThe information security management standard (ISMS), ISO/IEC27001,
provides a significant implementation challenge for allorganisations. ISO27001 is aCovering best practice
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implementation over a wide range of Windows environments, this second edition is completely up to date for Windows
7 and Servers
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